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The Cajun English Vernacular, or CajEV, is a variety of Southern American English dialects 

with its distinct regional differences in vocabulary, grammar, and pronunciation heavily 

influenced by the French language. Previously the English dialect of bilingual Cajuns (Acadian 

descendants), as French has been lost over the generations, today most speakers of Cajun English 

(CE) are monolinguistic. The assimilation of English into French-speaking communities led to a 

change of Cajun identity and French was criticized and associated with improperness and 

unintelligence. The stigma surrounding Louisiana French and Cajuns made them the butt of 

jokes and were humiliated for their speech patterns and phonology. The media entertainment 

industry has played a role by playing into this stereotype and creating characters with parodied 

Cajun accents for humorous effect. Additionally, Cajun English is not subjected to a singular 

race but remains racialized by Standard American English speakers, consequently racialized 

minorities must maintain a higher level of orderliness than White Cajuns. Here we will examine 

four characters present in different films and a TV show and identify linguistic patterns and the 

characteristics associated with them. With this analysis between the two, we can find a 

correlation between the stigmatization of the Cajun English Vernacular and racialization 

structured within creating a linguistic hierarchy. 
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